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2020 EW SOURCE
EDITION … $25/Print
Elevator World’s SOURCE Directory is the key reference
publication for the elevator
industry. The SOURCE is used
worldwide by elevator contractors, architects, engineers,
manufacturers, suppliers, consultants, government agencies,
educators, building owners
and facility managers to locate
companies, specify products
and purchase goods and services. Order directly from ...
editorial@elevatorworld.com.
Recognised Voluntary Association in terms of Section 36(1) of the Engineering Professions Act
EDUCOM fulfills a requirement for Continued Professional Development as specified in the Act No..46 of 2000

LATEST NEWS from ELEVATOR WORLD
ELENET SPECIAL
EDITION #852/3
DATED 9/26.08.2020
ELEVATOR WORLD
focuses on Emerging
Technology

HITACHI SUPPLYING 88
UNITS TO WUHAN,
CHINA, METRO

Elevator World’s October
issue will focus on Emerging Technology, including
the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, robotics and more.

Hitachi Elevator (China)
Co., Ltd. has won a contract
to provide 22 elevators and
66 escalators to section 2 of
Line 16 of the Wuhan, China,
Metro, the company announced on 25th August.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic and serious flooding,
construction of the Wuhan rail
transit system has continued,
and construction of all stations on Line 16 has begun.
Line 16 is a high-speed light
rail line that connects the
Hannan District with Wuhan's
main business districts. It has
12 stations along its 32.4 km
(12.7 km of which are underground). Regular service is
expected to begin in 2021.
Hitachi has provided more
than 540 escalators to Wuhan
Metro's Lines 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8,
including four of its model EXBPG with a lifting height of
22.4 m, the highest in central
China.

There will also be a special
section … ‘The Interlift Issue’. Bonus distribution will
be at Interlift on October 15
-18. There will also be a
CPD (Continuing professional
education
article) ...so don’t miss it!

ELENET is a registered
trademark and all rights
are reserved ...
Copyright 2019 © Elevator World, Inc.

354 Morgan Avenue
Mobile: AL 36606
Phone: (251) 4794514,
 Telefax: (251) 4797043
 Internet :




www.elevator
world.com
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on a fix to shore up San
Francisco’s 58-story Millennium Tower, which has settled
more than 17 inches since it
was completed in 2009, Engineering News reports.
With an estimated US$100million price tag, the fix involves a perimeter pile upgrade under an existing sidewalk that will transfer 20% of
the tower’s weight from the
existing foundation to bedrock, akin to “putting a bumper jack next to a flat tire.”

WORLD’S FUTURE
TALLEST HOTEL
MARKS MILESTONE
IN DUBAI

Set to stand 365 m with 82
floors, Ciel Hotel (ELENET
817) marked a milestone this
month when more than
11,800 m3 of concrete and
3,000 mT of steel were put in
place to form its foundation,
Travel Daily reports.
In Dubai Marina, the structure
is to be ... the tallest hotel in
the world. It is being developed by The First Group and
US$100-MILLION FIX designed by NORR Group
a gently curving metalSINKING SAN FRAN- with
and-glass façade and feaCISCO TOWER
tures such as a 300-m-tall,
Construction is expected to landscaped atrium. The largstart in mid-November 2020 est concrete pour involved

7,000 m3 over a continuous 48-h
period. The final pour has been
scheduled for early September.
Ciel will offer more than 1,000
hotel rooms, as well as amenities like a lounge/observatory on
the 81st floor and a rooftop terrace with an infinity pool.

INCIDENT SERVES AS A
REMINDER ABOUT DOGS
AND ESCALATORS
An August 15 incident at a shopping mall in the Harbour-Front
precinct in Singapore, serves as
a reminder that escalators can
be dangerous for dogs, Mothership reported.
A pet owner was riding an escalator while carrying one dog and
leading another, a King Charles
spaniel, on a leash. One of the
spaniel’s hind legs became
trapped in the gaps of the escalator step and comb. Its yelps
alerted a passerby who freed it
after about 30 min.
The good Samaritan, who was
also with her dog, observed how
easy it is for dogs’ fur to become
trapped in escalators. She advised dog owners to therefore
carry their pets when riding escalators.

‘BAY STATE’ USA
ACQUIRED BY OTIS
On August 17, Otis announced
its acquisition of Bay State Elevator, including its service portfolio and operations in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Vermont and
upstate New York.
"We're proud of the legacy we
were able to build with Bay State
Elevator and would like to thank
all of our dedicated employees
and customers," said Buddy
Potts, Bay State president. "We
look forward to working together
to serve existing Bay State cus-

tomers and introduce them to
our service offerings and comprehensive range of Otis products."

tember 23-25. It is sponsored by
the Lift & Escalator Symposium
Educational Trust, made up of
the University of Northampton,
Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers and Lift and
BRITISH COUNCIL for OF- Escalator Industry Association.
FICES VT GUIDANCE FOR The event is free, but the organizers ask that attendees donate
REOPENING OFFICES
to the trust.
The
BCO
has
released
"Thoughts on Lift and Escalator
Design and Operation After
ELEVATOR WORLD
COVID-19," a guidance that emPROJECT-OF-THEphasizes social distancing and
YEAR 2021 NOW OPEN
strict hygiene measures for vertiELEVATOR WORLD is accal-transportation (VT) equipcepting submissions for its
ment as offices reopen.
2021 Project of the Year
Citing government figures, the
Awards until 30 September
source said 90% of office-sector
2020.
decisionmakers are worried
The contest recognizes exabout safe use of VT equipment.
cellence in vertical, horizonFor lifts, recommendations intal and inclined transportaclude reducing the amount of
tion. Winners in each of nine
time doors stay open, implecategories will receive an
menting queue controls, marking
award and be recognized in
where passengers should stand
a feature story in the Januand making controls touchless
ary 2021 issue.
(operated by apps and foot butThe contest is open for protons, for example).
jects that have been comEscalators: Marking where paspleted within the past two
sengers should stand can also
years, with both text and
be implemented on escalators,
photos to be submitted,
along with antimicrobial handalong with a completed entry
rails.
form, via electronic file sharMasks are recommended, espeing, or a mailed disc and/or
cially on elevators, and handflash drive.
sanitizing stations should be
Entries can be made in the
made available at entries and
following categories:
exits of lifts and escalators.
 Elevators, New Construction
PROGRAM CONFIRMED
 Elevators, Modernization
 Escalators, New ConFOR U.K. SYMPOSIUM
struction
The program has been con Escalators, Modernization
firmed for this year’s Lift & Es Moving Walks
calator Symposium. It includes
 Inclined Elevators
panel discussions on “The Fu Platform Lifts & Stairway
ture of Standards in the Lift InChairlifts
dustry” and “The Lift Industry
 Private-Residence Elevaand COVID-19.” Traditionally
tors
held in Northampton, U.K., it will
be a virtual-only event on Sep-  Special-Purpose Lifts.
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HISTORIC ‘GOODS HOISTS’ vs ‘ACCESS ONLY GOODS LIFTS’
REPRODUCED and REVISED FROM
AUGUST EDUCOM
Sanjeev Singh

Africa between 1942 and 2010, are at
varying levels of compliance to the latest 2010 regulatory standard.
Accordingly, new areas regarding ...
 registration with the Dept. of Labour
 24-monthly compliance inspections
 Six-monthly rope inspections
 monthly service visits
 maintaining of records
 appointment of a competent service provider,
etc ...
to name but a few ... became mandatory

requirements after September 2010.

• All Access Goods Only Lifts installed after September 2010, should comply with SANS 1545-5
as the design standard.
There appears to be a substantial element of confusion regarding “Goods Hoists” and “Access
Goods Only Lifts”. Taking into account that 2020
is the critical year, we shall attempt to shed some
clarity on the background to the current scenario.

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR
‘GOODS HOISTS’
• Prior to December 2010, ‘Goods Hoists’
were regulated under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act No.85 of 1993
(OHSAct) Driven Machinery Regulations
- Section 17 (DMR-17) ...
• Prior to this, ’Goods Hoists’ were regulated under The Machinery and Occupational Safety Act of 1983 (MOSAct) Regulation C45 ...
• Prior to this, ’Goods Hoists’ were regulated under the Factories, Machinery &
Building Works Act of 1942 - Reg. C45.

• Under the amended OHSAct LEPC (Lift, Escalator and Passenger Conveyer) regulations effective December 2010, ‘Goods Hoists’ became classed as “Access Goods Only Lifts”
under a new standard SANS 1545-5.

This means that the approximate 20
000 ‘Goods Hoists’ installed in South
Page 4

• Regretfully, an anomaly existed up until September 2015 due to Part 17 still being present
in the Driven Machinery Regulations. The
Industry took this to imply two parallel standards, which it most certainly was not meant to
be, but was an escape route for them.

• This grey area only existed between September
2010 and September 2015, whereby units
could still legally be installed under DMR 17,
due to ... DMR 17 only being repealed by
DoL in September 2015.

• In June 2015, a government directive was issued to the effect that all “Goods Hoists” installed under DMR 17, shall be upgraded to
comply to SANS 1545-5 within five years of

the date of the publication (June 2015).
However, Section 24 of the new Driven Machinery Regulations states that … these new reg-

ulations shall commence on 30th September 2015.

• The Dept. of Labour, after recognising that it
would not be possible for every “Goods Hoist”
to be upgraded to SANS 1545-5 due to existing
hoist-ways etc., engaged stakeholders to develop a set of minimum criteria for … existing
hoists (installed under DMR 17 prior to September 2015) to comply with … The “Code of
Practice for Existing Goods Hoists” was

compiled with the intention of improving the safety
on units that would not be able to comply fully
with SANS 1545-5. One must also take into account that DMR 17 only listed 10 requirements.

• The “Code of Practice for Existing Goods
Hoists” was issued by Chief Inspector Mr Tibor
Szana as a directive on 3rd February 2017
(Government Notice No.40594 - Gazette R94).

At a separate Stakeholder’s Forum with the
Regulator in Pretoria, it was confirmed
that ...
•

•

•

The due date for compliance for ALL
‘Goods Hoists’ to comply with the ‘Code
of Practice for Existing Goods Hoists’ is
… 30th September 2020.
The due date for compliance to SANS
1545-5 for all Access Goods Only Lifts
installed after 30 September 2015 is …
30th September 2020.
All units registered and installed after December
2010 using SANS 1545-5 as the design standard (in the application for registration), must
comply to SANS 1545-5 from the time of installation. This is a simple matter as the application
to register detailed SANS 1545-5 in the first instance.

entity. On the flipside, there are a multitude of manufacturers and service providers that are absolutely
clueless with respect to regulatory and design standards matters. The irony off course, is that collectively,
we all work in an intensely regulated sector.

Sadly … “To date, nobody can claim knowledge of an accurate number of affected
units ... as there simply is NO available database. An estimate of 20 000 units however,
regularly does the rounds."

Come 30th September 2020 … ?
 Will service providers stop maintaining

non-compliant units?
 Will service providers report non-com-

pliant units to the Regulator?
 Will owners switch off non-compliant

units?
 Will owners remove non-compliant units?
 Will an insurer cover non-complaint units

that are in operation?
 What action and corrective strategy will

be initiated by the Regulator?
 What action and inspection strategy will

Bonnie has been inundated with calls
over the past few weeks, mostly to inquire WHERE , WHEN and WHAT the
regulations are that require these old
hoist units to be made compliant!
Furthermore, they mostly request (free)
copies of the various communications!

be initiated by Inspection Bodies?

Hopefully, the above explanation clears
the confusion regarding target dates.

Are you aware that Comprehensive Reports for service lifts inside wind towers
were already gazetted on 26th January
2018 (Government Notice No.41400).

WHERE ARE WE NOW?
While most owners choose to be intentionally ignorant of the mandatory requirements, there have been
attempts by a few service providers to convey the
correct information. Notably, there has also been
communication via social media from one consulting

You be the judge …
LIFTS in WIND TOWERS

Very close to, but not identical to a SANS
1545:1 Annex ‘B’ comprehensive report.
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UK REGULATORY HEALTH & SAFETY NEWS ...
Allianz - UK Lift Health & Safety News …

SAFERT ALERT VEHICLE SCISSOR LIFTS
The Health and Safety Authority is issuing this
safety alert to warn owners and examiners of
vehicle service lifts (scissor type) of the potential
for hairline cracks. It follows the detection of
hairline cracks in vehicle scissor lifts, type “Duo”
manufactured by Maha, revealed during thorough
examination of the lifts.

Geoff.hayward@allianz.co.uk

Dr Jackie Morton

Health and Safety Executive (HSE) principal
scientist Dr Jackie Morton, receives ‘The
Royal Society of Chemistry’ exceptional service award.
Dr Morton, based at HSE’s Science and Research
Centre in Buxton, is part of a biological monitoring team whose work involves determining workplace exposures to chemicals. Her area of expertise includes the analyses of toxic elements
(such as lead) in biological samples.
Dr Morton also acts as treasurer for the RSC
Atomic Spectroscopy Group a national group of
scientists and academics who share information
and knowledge to collaborate in the pursuit of
science.
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The Authority is bringing this safety alert and
relevant information to the attention of owners
and users of these vehicle scissors lifts and to
maintenance and inspection personnel.
Description - Maha vehicle scissor lifts, type “Duo”
Risk - Any person working underneath a raised
vehicle lift is at serious risk of crush injuries if
the lift fails. The cracking in the Maha “Duo” vehicle
scissor lifts appears to have occurred towards the
end of the useful life cycle of the lifts. The cracks
are located at the cross member interconnection
(See photograph 1) and take three forms:
•
Circular cracking around the bushing collar see photograph 2.
•
Cracking from the bushing collar into the lift
leg - see photographs 3 and 4.
• Combination of above.

SANAS COMMUNICATIONS ...
ment team shall confirm deletion of any AIA confidential documents, images, recordings, from
personal computers where used.

DEMYSTIFYING REMOTE ASSESSEMENTS (Part III)
In part II of this three-part article, we outlined the
documentation that Approved Inspection Authorities
(AIAs) for the inspection of Lifts, Escalators and Passenger Conveyors (LEPCs) need to send to the SANAS
assessment team before the actual remote assessment takes place.

2.

The scope of P 35-2 was changed to include
various types of assessments that were not
possible in terms of the first revision of P 35
(only surveillance and re-assessments were
allowed).

Note: The article was originally going to be presented in two parts, but since Part II was published, SANAS revised the remote assessment
procedure, Document P 35. Important new information was added to P35-02, so in Part III,
we will focus on the new additions.






Just as a reminder:


All confirmed SANAS assessments taking place
until further notice will automatically be remote
assessments, so these requirements will be in
place for some time to come.



Since the successful completion of a remote assessment in the normal one-day period is largely
reliant on the ability of the assessment team
members to prepare for the assessment, it is important that our AIAs pay attention to requirements for documentation that needs to be submitted, as well as to the timelines.

Changes to SANAS Document P 35, “Remote
Assessments - Management and Execution”

Types of assessments that may be conducted remotely



Risks involved in conducting the assessments remotely

3.

For all initial assessments, extensions for a
new scope and evaluation of new personnel
the SANAS accreditation manager, in consultation with the appointed assessment team
shall conduct a risk evaluation to determine if
the risk, after any mitigating factors, is acceptable.

4.

Hardware and Software requirements
for remote assessments

1. Confidentiality
The Assessment team members shall complete
and sign the SANAS F22 “Confidentiality, impartiality, and non-disclosure form”. Under no circumstances may an assessment team member
allow any unauthorised third-party to be present,
involved or assist during the remote assessment.
On completion of the assessment, the assess-

The assessment types that have been included are:
Pre-assessments,
Initial Assessments,
Extensions to new scopes
Approval of personnel (meeting prerequisite
recognition and approval requirements)
Follow-up assessments, for example clear
ance of findings (non-conformities) visits and
re-instatement visits.

In addition to the requirements listed in revision 1 of P 35, the following requirements
must be in place in order to conduct initial
assessments, extensions for a new scope and
the assessment of new personnel, as applicable:


The AIA must agree to provide a live on-line
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video witnessing (not pre-recorded) of the activ- Let us all embrace this new way of working with
ities that need to be witnessed as part of the the passion and dedication our industry is known
for!
assessment.


The AIA must agree to a follow-up on-site assessment/s should it be deemed necessary after
it is considered safe to do so.

Linda Grundlingh
25 August 2020



When the risk assessment indicates that the risk References:
is too high to continue with a witnessing activity
 SANAS Document P 35-02
during the assessment, SANAS may decide with
the co-operation of the AIA to commence with
those activities that can be done remotely, and
only do the witnessing once it is safe to do so.



The AIA shall provide a contingency plan for internet connection during the assessment.



The team shall interview the AIA staff as needed
to seek additional clarifications and/or confirmations, using the established communication
channel or channels.

5. Remote Assessment logistics
The attendance register is will be circulated for
signature (or equivalent). Where available, the
register available from the meeting platform
(MS Teams, etc.) could be downloaded as evidence of participation.
All non-conformities must be signed by the assessment team leader and then printed as PDF
or scanned and sent using electronic means to
the AIA for their signature.
The team leader will communicate with the AIA
the recommendation reached by the assessment team, as well as the non-conformities. The
AIA will be given the opportunity to seek clarification on any of the non-conformities.

Clement Rosslind - 01.08.2020
A tragic loss to the Lift Industry is the late
Clement Rosslind … a very colourful and
knowledgeable lift engineer. Rising to the
office of Eastern Cape Branch Manager,
Clement was Key Accounts Manager at Otis
on his untimely departure. He will be missed

Rudyard Kipling sums up major psychological guidelines in life rather amusingly in his poem, from the Elephant’s child ...

“I keep six honest serving-men
for they taught me all I know;
Their names are What and Why and When
and How and Where and Who.”
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YOU BE THE JUDGE ... Sanjeev Singh
ERRATA - AUGUST EDUCOM
The Editorial committee apologise for the omission of important text in Mr Sanjeev Singh’s
August article of “You be the Judge”. Caused by a cut-and-paste error, the inset approximates
the number of installed ‘Goods Hoist’ units that still require to be compliant by 30 September
2020 as follows …
“To date, nobody can claim knowledge of an accurate number of affected units as there is
simply is no available database. An estimate of 20 000 units regularly does the rounds."
Most importantly, this compliance includes registration of each unit with DoL as well as the

component technical compliance.
We have not received any feed-back from DoL as to their
proposed governance of these requirements …
ED

You be the judge….
ELEVATOR WORLD JOURNAL
EW will be focusing on MACHINES AND
DRIVES in their November 2020 issue ...
make sure that you order a copy to see
for yourself what the latest on ‘Machines
and Drives’ consists of.
ED

Photo sent in by Hennie Hudson 26.08.2020 ...
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The importance of a consolidated Covid-19 policy in the workplace
The relief experienced following the president’s announcement last week that the country would move to Alert level-2
was greeted with great excitement; many immediately ensured the necessary arrangements were made with relatives
to regain a semblance of normality- with visiting family, stocking up on cigarettes or a beverage of choice and preparing for a return to the gym, at the forefront in the minds of most.
Whilst it does feel as if things are returning to normal, for most businesses, the operational requirements amidst Covid
-19 coupled with the demand for increased efficiency and the necessity for reduced business overheads, have resulted
in wide-scale policy amendments.
Employers are however responsible for ensuring their contemplated policy amendments are only implemented in the
workplace following compliance with a proper procedure and in accordance with the Covid-19 regulations, read with
the applicable labour legislation, including but not limited to, the Labour Relations Act, the Basic Conditions of Employment Act and the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Employers must be aware that policy amendments, which particularly have the effect of altering an employee’s original terms and conditions of employment, may only be implemented following consultation with employees; considering input provided by the affected employees and upon obtaining their consent to the amendments. Should an employee refuse to provide the requisite consent, an employer
may nonetheless implement the contemplated policy provided that the employer can establish a lawful and rational
nexus between the policy implemented and the operational requirements of the business.
As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic in South Africa, employers have been forced to implement policies relating to reduced working hours (short-time), salary reductions and often expressly notified their employees of the
common law position of “no work no pay” as means for lowering salary overheads. Moreover, Covid-19 workplace
protocols relating to sick leave (including medically prescribed and voluntary quarantine), workplace conduct, office
sanitisation, screening, appointment of health and safety offices, workplace risk assessments, staff rotation and action
plans following the prospective transmission of Covid-19 in the workplace have all been implemented or are required
to have been implemented.
Of all the policy amendments in the workplace necessitated by the pandemic, the most widespread and important has
been the advent of permitting employees the opportunity of working remotely- either permanently or for an agreed
number of working days during the week. Often reluctantly imposed by employers, working remotely during this unprecedented period has proven favourable to both employer and employee with office expenditure reduced and employee work/family balance restored. By all accounts, the transition to the “new-normal” has been almost flawless.
With working remotely being the modus operandi for most employees for the foreseeable future, it is of immense significance to employers to ensure that the policy pertaining to employees working remotely is considered in detail to
ensure productivity and accountability. The policy must set out the rights, duties and obligations of employer’s vis a vis
employees; ensuring employees working remotely are fully equipped to perform the functions required of them. The
policy may include establishing a requisite online work-day sign-in/out, requiring employees to record daily/weekly
attendances in a schedule, monitoring and ensuring employee availability, tackling performance management and
dealing with instructions to return to work or an employee’s refusal thereof.
Considering that working remotely has become the “new-normal”, employers must ensure that an adequate and fully
compliant Covid-19 workplace policy is established; one which not only comprehensively provides for employees working from home but also adheres to the legislated workplace obligations of an employer in respect of their employees.
Should you be concerned with your businesses Covid-19 policy implementation, compliance or require advice on available policy considerations to ensure business efficacy in these challenging times, please do not hesitate to contact our
labour department to discuss your businesses requirements.
By Zaahir Teladia
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(Courtesy C&A Friedlander Attorneys - 27th August 2020)

LIASA

Lift Inspectors Association of South Africa

CONSTITUTED MARCH 1996

LIASA NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2020

Telephone Bonnie Peden at :
(011) 907 0133/31
Email: iliasa@zamail.co.za
Website: www.iliasa.org.za













National Executive Chairman - Sanjeev Singh - 083 789 9455
Nat. Executive Deputy Chairman - Clifford Kleinhans - 084 089 5872
Nat. Executive Secretary - Bonnie Peden - 0823 536 2579
Nat. Executive Treasurer - Mickey Martin - 082 330 2126
Reg. Chairman Western Cape (Cape Town) - Fred Webb 079 514 7384
Reg. Chairman Eastern Cape (PE) - Brandon Brown - 076 737 8673
Reg. Chairman K.Z.Natal (Durban) - Sanjeev Singh - 083 789 9455
Reg. Chairman Free State (Bloemfontein) - TBA -(Jaco van Niekerk)
Reg. Chairman Northern Gauteng - Willem du Toit - 083 693 4731
Additional Excom Members 2019/20 : Hennie Hudson 082 389 5616;
Kerwin White 083 307 6216; Jackkie Gokwamilwe 072 988 3115
Ex Officio Past Chairmen - Dr Theo Kleinhans; Ronnie Branders



PAST & CURRENT CHAIRMEN: Steve le Roux (1995-7)†: Dr Theo
Kleinhans (1997-2003); Ben Peyper (2003-6)†; Sanjeev Singh (2006-15);
Ronnie Branders (2015-18); Sanjeev Singh (2018-



HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS: Eddie Cook (2017); Mannie Perreira
(2017);



DOYENS OF THE LIFT INDUSTRY AWARDS: Buddie Cerone (2004)†;
Schalk van der merwe (2005)†; Dr Theo Kleinhans (2006 & 2011); Wil-

lem du Toit (2008 & 2015); Bruno Isler (2009 & 2016); Alfie da Silva (2010); Manny Perreira (2010); Peter Murray (2012); Sanjeev
Singh (2013); Rodney Coetzee (2014)†; Billy Clifton (2014); Mickey

Martin (2017);
LIASA is recognised by ECSA as a Voluntary Association to represent the ECSA registered RLI’s

LIASA MEETING SCHEDULE 2020

LIFT INSPECTORS’ COURSES 2020
Next course ... 2 November 2020 …

Meetings are currently suspended until
further notice due to the
Coronavirus pandemic

Examination ... 21 November (9:00 < 12:00)

The date for the next LIASA virtual ‘Microsoft
Team’ meeting which will be advised.

012 382 5039
Tshwane University of Technology (TUT)
Private Bag X680, Pretoria, 0001.
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Mechatronics and Industrial Design (B3-329)
Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment.
“Short Learning Program (SLP) : Lift Regulations
Preparation for Registration with ECSA”
Application form to be completed (remember to attach
a copy of your ID document) Please note that the
course will consist of a maximum 20 candidates,

Held between 09:00 and 12:00, these
meetings will certainly be hosted during
Covid-19 via ‘Microsoft Teams’ until
further notice.
Kindly advise Bonnie on any Agenda Points that you
would want to discuss, as also and specific training
topic for Clifford to expound on.

Contact ... Annette van der Poel

vanderpoelA@tut.ac.za
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